
Colorado Lining International has worked in
floating cover operations in all industries for
more than 35 years. After close interaction with
the ONG field about the problem of wind uplift,
the company has engineered a system that
directly addresses the need for strong protec-
tion while enabling lightweight, insulated cover
systems.

Two systems have emerged, both of which give
the site operator considerable and simple cus-
tomization:

• A lightweight, insulated cover with US &
international patent-pending weighted
tethers with a robust, adjustable mounting
system that is reusable over numerous
installations.

• An intermediate weight, thermal control
cover with reusable, self-aligning hexago-
nal panels

Both systems are designed to be installed,
adjusted and maintained by non-specialized
crews working in diverse environments. The
systems are applicable to tanks of all sizes,
from smaller 60-ft. and even lesser diameter
installations to diameters beyond 195 ft. They
are applicable to rounded tanks and rectangular
plan-view shaped containments with vertical
walls. With pre-fabrication and non-specialized
on-site labor/maintenance involved, the sys-
tems are extraordinarily economical. They are
even being utilized in year-round evaporation
and algae prevention, not simply as a winter-
only heat-trapping stopgap.

The lightweight cover option, which utilizes
pre-fabricated panels, is extremely manageable
and can be installed and locked into place by
inexperienced crews.  In addition, they are
designed to be easily field configured to make
allowances for piping and tank system appurte-
nances that protrude into the tank’s interior
perimeter to avoid snagging as contained water
levels rise and fall.

While CLI has worked internationally in highly
sensitive sectors such as potable water reser-

voir floating covers, the immediate ancestor of
this economical tethering ring-based security
for frac tanks rests in the agriculture sector.
There, CLI developed its first lightweight tether
systems to protect open-top livestock tanks
from algae and evaporation.

The lightweight tether restrained cover systems
feature tethering rings that are essentially a
large/compressive grommet which distributes
point-load forces over a larger area. They act as
a buffering wear surface at the tether cable to
cover membrane interface.  The full outside
perimeter of the cover is designed to roll below
the water surface elevation to prevent wind
from getting underneath the cover. The proven
tether/ring combination enables covers to sig-
nificantly resist both lateral and rotational
movement from high wind loads.

Storm water drains are built into the pre-fabri-
cated product and a separate US & international
patent-pending “Omega Clip” system  for cover
panel joining and perimeter ballasting provide
elegantly simple solutions addressing wind vul-
nerabilities from uplift in these areas.  Further,
the preferable cover color is opaque black for
enhanced snow melt and avian deterrence.
Translucent colors can actually attract water fowl
(thereby requiring expensive bird netting) and
encourage detrimental algae growth.  Though
translucent cover membranes can impart some 
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Wind uplift is an expensive threat to containment operations. Frac tank installations benefit from flexible cover systems, but strong winds can lead to
loss of poorly secured covers, downtime, replacement costs, and great loss of overall material and energy costs. Traditionally, proper security has
required heavier, more cumbersome cover materials and rudimentary locking measures that offered marginal restraint against wind forces. Beyond
that, solid tank covers have had to be used. Those options ultimately compromise operational efficiency and lead to higher site costs.
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solar heat gain and reduce externally applied
heating energy costs, those benefits are far less
significant during winter months with short day-
light hours, cloudy skies and snow loads. Opaque
covers are excellent for controlling algae without
the necessity for biocide additives.  In translu-
cent cover systems algaecides are typically
required and overdosing of these products
results in spontaneous liner and cover damage
that can become catastrophic.

Importantly, all types of popularly used mem-
branes (including double-lined systems) work
with the lightweight, prefabricated design.

For the intermediate weight system, the hexago-
nal blocks consist of a water-permeable bonded
matrix comprised of post-consumer closed-cell
foam products.  They embed into the water sur-
face where water is taken on. This makes them
heavy yet buoyant while inducing surface tension
with the contained liquid.  As such, the blocks do
not require connections or tethers.

The blocks allow water flow but preserve thermal
control.

COMING TO A SITE NEAR YOU
The earliest adopters of these new frac tank cov-
ers have been in Colorado and Wyoming—sites
which have provided significant, open wind chal-
lenges. Both systems have performed very well
and subsequent projects are being served in
Utah, Pennsylvania and Canada.  Both small com-

panies and large energy corporations have
embraced these systems.

Users report that they can not only re-use the
hardware, but often the cover membranes them-
selves.  The stability and practicality of the teth-
ered cover systems have been well appreciated,
providing a non-intimidating, easily imple-
mentable solution for the many “boots on the
ground” crews work often in difficult conditions
to make the ONG field thrive.

CLI provides the light and intermediate weight
systems, guidance, and pre-fabrication services
out of its primary facilities in Colorado and Texas.

Mr. Harvey has a 20+ year career
in the designing of geosynthetic
systems all over the world with a
focus on energy, mining and
municipal systems and routinely
consults to universities and algae
cultivation entities globally.

If you would like more infomation
on these systems contact him at: 

aharvey@coloradolining.com
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